Although a great many articles have been written on the subject of Cape Town's noon gun (the. official terminology is 'time-gun') most of the writers have not had access to the Lion Battery Fort Record Book and the existance of more than one Cape Town time-gun has only recently been recorded.
1
On 4 August 1902 the noon gun was fired from Lion Battery on Signal Hill for the first time.
2 The battery was built because of fears of war with Russia and had been armed with two 9-inch Rifled Muzzle Loading guns by 1891. Lion Battery was remodelled in 1911.
3
The original time-gun was one of the means by which ships in The recent discovery of the memoranda of examination of four of Cape Town's time-guns has made it possible to record the periods when the guns were in use and their present whereabouts. Unfortunately the information contained in the files is incomplete. There is no memorandum of examination in respect of time-gun Number 54 although a letter dated 13 April 1926 reveals that it was then in the Castle Ditch. It was recommended that the gun be exchanged to 69 replace time-gun Number 17 which had been 'rendered accidentally unserviceable through one of the re-venting tools having broken in the "vent chamber", the removal of which was impracticable. '
The Annual Report of Examination of Ordnance (Army Form G875) dated 25 September 1923 in respect of Lion Battery reveals that gun Number 54 was the time-gun and gun Number 249 the spare gun. A note in the Memorandum of Examination of gun Number 249 records that the timeguns at Lion Battery had been exchanged for two others at the Castle after 12hOO on 24 June 1924.
In October 1980 Mr G.H. Morton, who was Battery Commander of Lion Battery in 1945, revealed that the former time-gun on the Castle side of the Lioness Gateway at the Castle (Number 54) had been moved there secretly in 1945 after becoming unserviceable during a re-venting accident. The gun which it replaced was moved to Lion Battery to serve as the time-gun. The memorandum of examination for gun Number 54 cannot be traced.
The guns are probably held in affectionate regard by all except those who live within the blast angles of Lion Battery and should have a special place in the hearts of those who paused at noon during the First and Second World Wars. The writer is indebted to WOI H.J.R. Kokott for the memoranda of examination from which the above records were compiled, to Mr G.H. Morton for the details of the secret time-gun exchange and the photograph of the battery taken on VE-day and to the Cape Archives for the photograph of the Imhoff Battery. 
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